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Dance with a Theatre - Traces

at Ranga Shankara | Thu Feb 03

Location:
Ranga Shankara
No.362, Next To Post Office,
8th Cross, 2nd PH, J.P Nagar,
Bangalore (map)
Tel: 080-26592777

Date & Time:
Thu, Feb 03, 2011
(7:30 PM)

Cost: Rs.200/-

Description:
Traces is the result of a collaboration between Attakkalari Centre for Movement Arts, India and Dance Theatre CcaddoO, South Korea. The works of CcaddoO have a psychological dimension and are transfused with unexpected and enjoyable elements. Taking its cues from festivals, celebrations and fair grounds in India and South Korea -- the collaborative work Traces will attempt to create suspended spaces oscillating between reality and imagination. The idea and treatment of time as continuous and “ever present” borrowed from Buddhist and Hindu
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